
MOTIVO
DECORATIVE WALL



VOX. INTERIORS THAT MAKE YOU 
FEEL FREE

In VOX we believe that real freedom begins at home 

and the way we live influences our whole life. 

Therefore our products are designed with a�ention 

to detail, quality and functionality. 

You can create beautiful interiors, tailored to your needs 

and lifestyle, where you can really be yourself.

COMPLETE
METAMORPHOSIS
OF YOUR HOME
HAS NEVER
BEEN SO EASY

MOTIVO
DECORATIVE 
WALL



MOTIVO decorative wall takes cladding to a new level. Realistic designs look just like stone, marble, brick or wood. 

It has been designed as a low maintenance finish for any room in the house. MOTIVO is characterized by 

durability, resistance to moisture and it is easy to clean. Those  features make it a pe�ect fit for spaces exposed 

to water and moisture, such as kitchens or bathrooms. MOTIVO is a great alternative to paints, wallpapersand 

ceramic tiles.

Waterproof, 
including 

shower stalls

Pattern
measuring 2,7 m2

and consisting
of 4 panels 

Quick to 
install

Safe. Does not emit
harmful substances
to the atmosphere 

5 years 
warranty

Digitally printed 
with ultrarealistic 

decoration 
effects

Easy to clean

MOTIVO panels each measure 

2,7 m². Thanks to its large 

su�ace we create a very 

interesting and original 

design, without the impression 

of a repeating pa�ern.
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MARMO
Marble is ideal for adding an upscale look to your home. It is undeniably chic, but o�en pricey. 

With MOTIVO wall you can create a realistic “marble look” on a budget.

We offer six different shades and two decors which can be combined with them.



Carrara Marmo Nebbia Marmo Sabbia

Marmo Miele Marmo OnyxMarmo Filo

Marmo Decor

Carrara Decor



MODERN
Grey is definitely one of the ho�est interiors colours of the recent past. Beautiful, 

elegant and providing the pe�ect background for accent colours. We have created

a MOTIVO range with a grey tile effect and a modern finish. You can mix and match 

decors and shades, creating a completely unique effect.



Modern Silver Modern Graphite Modern Anthracite

Modern Decor Anthracite

Modern Decor Silver

Modern Decor Graphite

FAST INSTALLATION

Rooms finished with MOTIVO may be used immediately a�er

fi�ing and do not need any special maintenance or a time

consuming cleaning of the finished space.



STONE
Stone wall brings allure and elegance to each interior. It looks equally fantastic on

a bathroom wall or in the hall. MOTIVO can give you this spectacular effect without a big 

financial investment or help from contractor.



Piedra Pastello

Piedra

Piastrella

Piedra AntracitePiedra Celeste Moreno

REALISTIC SURFACE TEXTURE APPERANCE

Some MOTIVO decors have a tactile texture which intensifies the 3D 

created by high quality digital printing. The texture captures light 

and adds depth to the design.



BRICK
Brick walls have been a popular trend over the last few years. Brick is suitable both for 

modern and more traditional interiors. MOTIVIO brick is available in two colour versions 

which will give a strong decorative accent to each interior.



EASY
INSTALLATION

MOTIVO panels are easy to install. 

They can be glued directly onto 

the wall or they can be nailed, 

stapled or screwed onto wooden 

ba�ens.

Ma�one Bianco

Ma�one Rosso



WOOD
A wood accent wall is one of those versatile details that looks good just about anywhere. 

Possible applications are numerous and depending on the kind of wood, the effect can 

be contemporary, retro or rustic. Choose one of MOTIVO wood effect designs and add

a warm feature to your home.



Quercia Bianco Larice Bianco Quercia Carmel

Pezzo
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FINISHING TRIMS

COLOURS

B6

Grey

White B603

B602

B601

B605

B616

B615

B609

50 mm x 3 m
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